
Market : Developed Markets (DM)Developed Markets (DM)Developed Markets (DM)
As Of : Mar 28, 2016Mar 28, 2016
Currency : Local
Size : Standard (Large+Mid Cap)Standard (Large+Mid Cap)Standard (Large+Mid Cap)
Price Level : Price
Style : None
Family : None

Regional PerformanceRegional Performance
MSCI Index MSCI Index CodeLast Day MTD 3MTD YTD 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr
EAFE 990300 939,995 0,240% 2,460% -7,240% -7,240% -13,680% 3,670% 3,310% -0,960%
EAFE + CANADA 991100 962,848 0,240% 2,590% -6,540% -6,540% -13,430% 3,480% 2,860% -0,820%
EAFE ex ISRAEL 144097 1.314,100 0,240% 2,490% -7,210% -7,210% -13,690% 3,650% 3,340%
EAFE ex UK 991600 816,922 0,290% 3,070% -8,410% -8,410% -14,090% 5,350% 4,160% -1,190%
EASEA INDEX (EAFE ex JAPAN)991300 1.104,167 -0,020% 1,370% -5,990% -5,990% -13,760% 2,270% 1,940% -0,350%
EMU 106400 185,651 0,000% 1,950% -7,570% -7,570% -15,500% 6,290% 2,420% -1,270%
EMU ex GERMANY106507 173,035 0,000% 1,300% -7,210% -7,210% -14,080% 6,620% 1,570% -2,340%
EU 990600 428,500 0,000% 1,070% -5,550% -5,550% -13,920% 3,020% 1,780% -0,540%
EURO 106569 991,694 0,000% 1,710% -7,870% -7,870% -16,940% 5,660% 2,210% -1,350%
EUROPE 990500 1.322,849 0,000% 0,750% -6,360% -6,360% -13,700% 2,760% 2,210% -0,440%
EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST144115 1.282,948 -0,010% 0,710% -6,420% -6,420% -13,690% 2,800% 2,170%
EUROPE ex EMU 106331 174,428 0,000% -0,310% -5,280% -5,280% -12,160% -0,110% 2,020% 0,440%
EUROPE ex SWITZERLAND995200 1.351,754 0,000% 1,000% -5,570% -5,570% -13,840% 3,140% 1,900% -0,480%
EUROPE ex UK 991700 1.115,757 0,000% 1,100% -8,090% -8,090% -14,560% 5,200% 3,180% -0,590%
FAR EAST 990900 941,230 0,870% 6,180% -9,870% -9,870% -13,130% 7,070% 7,430% -1,870%
G7 INDEX 113647 1.137,224 0,150% 4,630% -2,600% -2,600% -5,890% 7,050% 6,840% 2,390%
KOKUSAI INDEX (WORLD ex JP)991200 1.544,709 0,030% 4,080% -2,360% -2,360% -6,310% 6,250% 5,950% 2,570%
NORDIC COUNTRIES990700 6.953,215 0,000% -0,540% -6,950% -6,950% -12,590% 8,130% 5,080% 2,100%
NORTH AMERICA 990200 2.127,961 0,060% 5,350% -0,630% -0,630% -2,550% 8,400% 8,290% 4,420%
PACIFIC 990800 797,387 0,690% 5,790% -8,810% -8,810% -13,740% 5,270% 5,700% -1,700%
PACIFIC ex JAPAN991400 1.279,988 -0,070% 5,070% -3,750% -3,750% -14,600% -0,610% 0,640% 0,790%
PAN-EURO 106570 1.035,502 0,000% 0,490% -6,710% -6,710% -15,190% 1,720% 1,660% -0,790%
WORLD 990100 1.237,005 0,120% 4,250% -3,190% -3,190% -6,950% 6,480% 6,180% 1,970%
WORLD WITH USA GROSS701609 1.603,246 0,120% 4,250% -3,190% -3,190% -6,950% 6,480% 6,180% 1,970%
WORLD ex AUSTRALIA996200 1.250,107 0,130% 4,250% -3,150% -3,150% -6,700% 6,680% 6,360% 2,050%
WORLD ex AUSTRALIA WITH USA GROSS701610 1.607,079 0,130% 4,250% -3,150% -3,150% -6,700% 6,680% 6,360% 2,050%
WORLD ex CANADA996500 1.227,559 0,120% 4,260% -3,360% -3,360% -6,820% 6,670% 6,540% 2,020%
WORLD ex EMU 106330 200,878 0,140% 4,550% -2,610% -2,610% -5,810% 6,490% 6,780% 2,550%
WORLD ex EUROPE106332 1.235,868 0,160% 5,390% -2,160% -2,160% -4,650% 7,820% 7,750% 2,990%
WORLD ex ISRAEL144079 1.586,763 0,130% 4,270% -3,160% -3,160% -6,940% 6,470% 6,210%
WORLD ex UK 991500 1.186,327 0,130% 4,600% -3,260% -3,260% -6,520% 7,330% 6,760% 2,160%
WORLD ex USA 991000 963,314 0,240% 2,590% -6,540% -6,540% -13,430% 3,480% 2,860% -0,820%

AC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro Cap

Country PerformanceCountry Performance
MSCI Index MSCI Index CodeLast Day MTD 3MTD YTD 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr
AUSTRIA 904000 406,366 0,000% 3,450% -7,540% -7,540% -7,020% -3,420% -7,440% -10,020%
BELGIUM 905600 1.192,402 0,000% 2,170% -7,600% -7,600% -4,440% 11,740% 13,520% -0,460%
DENMARK 920800 8.018,222 0,000% 0,510% -6,400% -6,400% -0,710% 19,320% 14,330% 9,640%
FINLAND 924600 593,937 0,000% -1,220% -11,040% -11,040% -14,090% 11,710% 2,300% -2,510%
FRANCE 925000 1.543,831 0,000% -0,200% -5,890% -5,890% -12,950% 5,600% 2,410% -0,970%
GERMANY 928000 849,842 0,000% 3,530% -8,400% -8,400% -18,660% 5,510% 4,530% 1,840%
IRELAND 937200 214,481 0,000% -1,900% -10,440% -10,440% -2,240% 15,320% 14,490% -7,710%
ITALY 938000 636,944 0,000% 3,120% -15,520% -15,520% -21,100% 4,730% -4,250% -7,350%
NETHERLANDS 952800 1.336,940 0,000% 2,650% -1,890% -1,890% -7,050% 11,230% 7,200% 2,100%
NORWAY 957800 2.284,647 0,000% 1,840% -3,730% -3,730% -14,100% -1,770% -1,360% -1,540%
PORTUGAL 962000 81,017 0,000% 9,100% -1,580% -1,580% -12,770% -9,570% -11,330% -8,790%
SPAIN 972400 813,252 0,000% 3,980% -8,050% -8,050% -22,860% 5,210% -3,430% -2,810%
SWEDEN 975200 10.427,015 0,000% -1,480% -6,380% -6,380% -18,070% 4,360% 3,540% 2,300%
SWITZERLAND 975600 1.029,984 0,000% -0,800% -10,880% -10,880% -12,890% 0,440% 4,170% -0,150%
UNITED KINGDOM982600 1.777,560 0,000% -0,050% -2,230% -2,230% -11,680% -2,150% 0,320% 0,000%
EUROPE 990500 1.322,849 0,000% 0,750% -6,360% -6,360% -13,700% 2,760% 2,210% -0,440%
EMU 106400 185,651 0,000% 1,950% -7,570% -7,570% -15,500% 6,290% 2,420% -1,270%
EUROPE ex EMU 106331 174,428 0,000% -0,310% -5,280% -5,280% -12,160% -0,110% 2,020% 0,440%
EUROPE ex UK 991700 1.115,757 0,000% 1,100% -8,090% -8,090% -14,560% 5,200% 3,180% -0,590%
NORDIC COUNTRIES990700 6.953,215 0,000% -0,540% -6,950% -6,950% -12,590% 8,130% 5,080% 2,100%
AUSTRALIA 903600 1.020,682 0,000% 4,340% -4,480% -4,480% -15,740% 0,200% 1,080% -0,070%
HONG KONG 934400 12.702,478 -0,050% 6,140% -3,650% -3,650% -11,050% -0,180% 1,320% 3,980%
NIHONKABU 128680 832,362 1,110% 6,210% -11,200% -11,200% -12,750% 9,540% 9,390% -2,160%
JAPAN 939200 832,705 1,080% 6,170% -11,120% -11,120% -13,000% 9,220% 9,310% -2,180%
NEW ZEALAND 955400 122,613 0,000% 5,540% 5,900% 5,900% 6,760% 5,330% 7,100% -0,920%
SINGAPORE 998100 1.485,667 -0,520% 6,460% -0,900% -0,900% -17,500% -5,260% -2,470% 0,690%
PACIFIC 990800 797,387 0,690% 5,790% -8,810% -8,810% -13,740% 5,270% 5,700% -1,700%
PACIFIC ex JAPAN991400 1.279,988 -0,070% 5,070% -3,750% -3,750% -14,600% -0,610% 0,640% 0,790%
CANADA 912400 1.702,811 0,280% 4,120% 2,390% 2,390% -10,170% 2,040% -0,750% 1,220%
USA 984000 1.934,372 0,050% 5,420% -0,790% -0,790% -2,050% 8,870% 9,110% 4,710%
NORTH AMERICA 990200 2.127,961 0,060% 5,350% -0,630% -0,630% -2,550% 8,400% 8,290% 4,420%
EAFE 990300 939,995 0,240% 2,460% -7,240% -7,240% -13,680% 3,670% 3,310% -0,960%
FAR EAST 990900 941,230 0,870% 6,180% -9,870% -9,870% -13,130% 7,070% 7,430% -1,870%
ISRAEL 300400 295,872 -0,870% -2,330% -12,070% -12,070% -13,180% 7,440% -1,670% -0,590%
WORLD 990100 1.237,005 0,120% 4,250% -3,190% -3,190% -6,950% 6,480% 6,180% 1,970%
EASEA INDEX (EAFE ex JAPAN)991300 1.104,167 -0,020% 1,370% -5,990% -5,990% -13,760% 2,270% 1,940% -0,350%
KOKUSAI INDEX (WORLD ex JP)991200 1.544,709 0,030% 4,080% -2,360% -2,360% -6,310% 6,250% 5,950% 2,570%

AC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro CapAC = All Cap, LC = Large Cap, MC = Mid Cap, SC = Small Cap, mC = Micro Cap
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